In short
1. Create tenders to inform all applicable suppliers about material needs .
No more sending out requests for proposals.
2. Compare supplier’s replies.
All together in one screen.
3. Choose the offer that best fits your needs in price, quantity and delivery time.
It’s really easy!
4. Generate the purchase order in Exact Online with only one click
No more manual entry.

Why use a purchase portal?
Exact Online can provide a purchase order advice,
but you need to decide which supplier you will send
the order to. Exact lets you select the main supplier,
the cheapest or the fastest supplier.
But how can you tell which choice is best?
 Prices, lead times and even available quantities
may vary.
 Purchase data in Exact are never up-to-date, since suppliers have no access to your Exact.
You could call each supplier and ask for their offer. They would send you their offers and when you
received all responses, you could compare these offers and select the best fitting one.
Next, you need to inform the selected supplier about your choice and send out rejections to the others.
Finally you would enter the purchase order into Exact Online, which consumes time and no doubt
sometimes entry errors will be made.

Solution
To optimize time
and effort spent
on purchasing,
chain integration
is the logical
response: involve
your suppliers
directly in your
process.
With the +Purchase Portal you can promote the projected stock shortages found in Exact Online to new
tenders.
Your suppliers can respond immediately through a standardized form, stating their prices, delivery times
and quantities. If you wish the system can send requests to the applicable suppliers automatically.
These responses are presented to you in a single list, allowing you to easily pick the best proposal, with
just one click.
The system can automatically inform the chosen supplier of your approval and the other suppliers of the
rejection of their offers.
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The approved proposal can either be promoted to a purchase order in
Exact Online right away, or you can have it reviewed by a manager first.
Either way, the prices, delivery times and quantities that were offered
by the supplier, will be copied into the purchase order by the system,
not manually.
Besides this, the +Purchase Portal provides a wide variety of possibilities for
communication, that can be linked to tenders, replies, accounts, contacts and
more. For example attachments, questions and to do’s.

USP’s









Chain integration,
Sends out requests for proposal for all applicable suppliers at once,
Based on projected stock in Exact Online,
Easily compare proposals,
Automatic information about approval and rejection,
Automatic entry of purchase orders,
Users don't need Exact Online license to view accounts, items and stock positions nor to create
purchase orders.
Extended workflow system offering to do’s, questions and attachments.

Contact
There’s much more to know about the +Purchase Portal and the supporting platform Silver Essence, the
award winning platform to create Apps and Portals.
Do check out www.purchaseportal.nl or contact us:
For the +Purchase Portal:

For Silver Essence:

MT Support, Bert van Vreumingen
Simon van Haerlemstraat 17,
1962 VB Heemskerk, NL
bert@mt-support.nl
www.mt-support.nl
Tel.: +31(0)618 098 611
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Silver Solutions B.V.
Laan van Vredenoord 27
2289 DA Rijswijk, NL
info@silversolutions.nl
www.silversolutions.nl
Support: +31(0)85 2020 719
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